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Angela has been working as a facilitator, trainer, actor, and coach for the
last 20 years. Having completed a Bachelor of Education from the
University of Melbourne in 1991, Angela taught on and off at the
secondary level until she decided she would like to work as an actor.
Angela trained in Melbourne at the Acting Studio from 1993-1996 and has
been involved in theatre and television for the last 25 years.
She has a passion for Leadership Development and enjoys taking
organizational leaders on a learning journey to be the best they can be
through self-awareness and effective communication. In particular,
developing leaders to manage, motivate and coach their staff to reach
their full potential.
Angela has worked extensively in Leadership Development. In 2019 she
was part of a delivery team facilitating workshops in Leading
Transformation for a large global organisation that needed to change
mindsets and skillsets to transform successfully. The program was highly
interactive, rolled out globally and created buy in and behaviour change
throughout the organisation.

Mini Bio
• Facilitator, coach
consultant, actor over 20
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• Bachelor of Education
University of Melbourne
• MBTI
• DiSC
• Cert IV in Training and
Assessment
• EQ2.0
• LMAP
• Brain Based Coaching
Certificate- NLI

She has also partnered with many organizations as a professional
actor/role player. Working with participants to develop their leadership
capability, Angela has played many roles to stretch and develop leaders
through development/assessment centres and workshops.
Angela brings a passion and enthusiasm into the training room and firmly
believes people learn best when they are engaged with the topic and have
a chance to learn through various mediums such as facilitated discussion,
case studies, forum theatre, real play and storytelling. Combining a range
of diverse learning interventions backed by best practice and scientific
research means the learning sticks and the transference of the skills into
the workplace is optimised.
Angela brings a unique blend of performance background and close to 20
years of experience working with various industry sectors, which gives her
an appreciation and insight into many of the issues faced by business
leaders in today’s fast-paced world. She has worked across all levels within
those organisations and has had the opportunity to work in Australia for
the most part as well as across Asia, Europe and the US.
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